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The Nikon D3200 is a great camera for beginners to step up into the world of DSLRs. It can however be more than a
little intimidating to look at the camera, with all the buttons and dials, and have no idea how to drive it. It this short
ebook, I take you through some basic (and advanced) steps to get you started on the road to getting the most out of
your new camera.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
I'm not going to refer to you as a 'dummy' simply because you don't know how to do something, lets be honest, I'm
sure there's things plenty of things that you know that I don't, I just happen to know about cameras because I've been
working with them for 20 years. So it's perfectly acceptable not to know what you're doing, but we'll change that in a
short time.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
In this ebook, we don't delve in to advanced photographic theory, instead I simply walk you through how to use the
different features of the D3200 to enable you to go from taking just OK photos to taking fantastic shots that your
friends will want to print out and keep.
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Under en sort himmel
Under jorden i villette
Und wieder in der gewalt der bestie
Under lock key
Und hinter dir die finsternis
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